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Blogger Networking Formula
Creating Conversations & Connections With and Through the People You Know and Meet
Now You Can Potentially Benefit Everyone You Meet & Talk To

Introduction
The purpose of this ‘How To’ & ‘Why’ document is to help and inspire you to have more conversations, to create more
conversations and to simply talk to and help more people during your business networking life and efforts. Ask any good
salesman how to make more sales… one of the answers will be to talk to more people.
Did you know that there is a Word Of Mouth Marketing Association? Word of mouth means talking to one another.
Word of mouth means getting other people to talk about you.
Networking is about helping one another, talking to one another and ultimately talking about one another.
Unfortunately there is a problem going on today. Not enough people are actually talking to one another. For the record,
the perspective of this document and education is from the perspective of active business networking. This meaning
attending networking meetings, functions and events, and what happens afterwords, i.e., Follow Up!
People are not receiving new leads and introductions because they are not talking to new people and they are not
actively communicating with current contacts and connections.
People are not giving new leads and introductions because they are not talking to new people and they are not actively
communicating with current contacts and connections.
If we are not talking to new people and current contacts and connections, we have nothing new to share and we are not
keeping current with the needs of our contacts.
We must be in part, like a honey bee, and start more actively pollinating our business networking efforts with new
connections and sharing those worthwhile connections and new conversations with the people we already know, to stay
top of mind and to encourage their word of mouth marketing of you!
What goes around… comes around. Help one another, connect one another, and talk to one another.

The Plan
Talk to more people… Share more people… creating new conversations and connections for everyone.
Everyone benefits… including you!
Nothing happens without a conversation. You are going to create a simple on line introduction system, giving each
person a simple web page disguised as a blog post. Start from today… from among the people you meet with. This is a
good reason to meet again with people you already know, like and trust. As you meet with them, (and this is up to you),
add them to your networking blog site. One person equals one post. Archiving by name and by business industry will
eventually make a great networking database for you and those whom you know. It also makes it quite easy for you to
individually share anyone with someone else spontaneously… because each post is a person, and each post has a direct
link to share just about anywhere else.
Each post may also be shared using social links such as Twitter and Facebook and also shared by email and more!
And if someone, for some reason, falls from your circle of influence, it is quite easy to remove them from your Blogger
introduction system. How cool is that?

The Tools
We will use Google Blogger: www.blogger.com (it’s free) to share and introduce the people you know and meet to one
another. Rather than using Blogger as a blog, each individual post will be a new person you know or meet.
Please note: additional posting methods are also covered later in this document.
If you want to get a little fancy, it would be a good idea to add the person’s photo to your blog post. So take a picture, or
grab their photo from LinkedIn or Facebook. If you need to edit that photo a little, like resizing it or cropping it, if you are
a PC user, there is a program called ‘Paint’ that is part of all Windows programs. ( See End Of This Document )
You could also add their scanned business card if you like. If you have a scanner as part of your printer, use that. If you
have a flatbed scanner, use that. You could even use your smart phone or iPhone to take a picture of the card and add it
that way. Please note, the quality of a smart phone image really is not very good for this.
If they have a video on YouTube for example, you could even include their video on their blog post.
Point is, this does not have to be hard, or take a major effort. It is a simple free way to help more people have more
connections and more conversations… including you.
You Now Have No Excuse To Not Talk To Someone. At the very minimum, you can, if so inspired, easily share them with
anyone, for any length of time. They will appreciate you and more likely talk about you to others. That is Word of Mouth
Marketing.
It’s Also Your Self-Promotion
Remember, what you are doing is creating a free web site with your name on it. (More on the name later)
And you can have additional pages… Which means one of those pages should be about YOU!
This means, every time you introduce other people to one another, there is also the opportunity for those people to
learn more about you and what you do or are doing.
Here’s the thing, you can set all of this up in an hour or two, or perhaps an afternoon. This will in time, elevate your
value to others, and you will become a unique resource center for those in your circle of influence. Plus, if others that
you know do this very same thing, you may then network off one-anothers lists with little to no effort. It truly is win, win
for everyone.
Recap… At Least Read This!
We are going to do a personal business networking blog using www.blogger.com
Sharing the people we meet with the people we know and inviting them into a conversation with one another
One blog post equals one person – Include photo, business card if you can & short description of that person.
(Ask the person you are sharing for that perfect short description, telling them what you are going to do)
Over time, you will have a collection of the people you know, like and trust, organized by industry
Easily share using a direct link / Easily share by Social Networking Platforms / Easily Share by Email
Easily remove pages when someone falls out of your sphere of influence
They are all on a web site with your name on it and with your own promotional material
You now have a reason to talk to most anyone
Now people have another good reason to talk to you… You can easily promote and share them
Any one can easily subscribe to your blog receiving new connections every time you make a new post
Once you have a simple web site, you can very easily share and Promote most anything… All for Free!
And imagine if you will, if you were part of a group, and all of you were doing this… with and for one another…
Conversations would flourish and businesses would certainly grow!

The Basic Blog
How it looks is totally up to you
My Web Address: www.nw-meilermann.blogspot.com
Try to keep it short (NW = Networking With)

Each blog post is short and simple and generally takes only a few minutes
The person you are posting about should send you what they want you to tell others about them

Creating Your Networking Blog
Creating a Google Blogger blog requires you to have a Google Account. A Gmail address does the trick.
Having this opens up many other doors, including your own YouTube account and Google Plus account.
Go to www.blogger.com – Or access your blogger account from your Gmail account

Then Create A New Blog

Pick A Template Then Customize It How You Like

You Can Then Customize The Look & Colors

You can modify just about everything including the various widths of your blog.
Just play with it until you come on to something you like…
You can always change it and over time, you will, until you settle on something you really like

In The Layout View… You Should Add A Few Gadgets To Your Blog
Just Click On “Add A Gadget” and See what you have to work with
Gadgets add personalization to your blog, but keep it as simple as possible.
What you should add is below the graphic

You should add Categories or Labels as Blogger calls them
Choosing the ‘Cloud’ option will conserve space & Showing number of posts makes a great separator.

Follow By Email Gadget enables your viewers to be notified when you make a new introduction.
You will need to ask your associates and connections to follow your posts… They likely won’t without asking!
It is advisable to only post once per week (you can schedule this)
In that way, your subscribers will only get one email per week or less
This will also show you how many people are receiving your updates.

Adding Pages
You can also additional static pages to your blog
Add the Pages Gadget under your blog title –
After you create new pages, you must come back and select the pages to show

One page should certainly be ‘About You’
Another page should be a ‘Contact Me’ page
Your contact me page can in fact have a contact form, but you will have to use a third party app for that.
This will give others who do not have your contact information a way to reach you by email, without them
actually having your email address
Here are two outside services you can use, which are free
www.kontactr.com & www.foxyform.com
FoxyForm is the quickest and easiest way to do this
You choose a few options, they give you some code, and you add it to your page
See Next Page

This is the FoxyForm

They Give You some HTML code to add to your page to make this work – Keep Reading, I’ll show you how.
Choose To Make or Edit your Contact Me Page

Click Edit Page

On Your New Contact Page… click to edit the HTML (I added “Contact Michael Eilermann as text to the page)
The Page Title is: Contact Me

Just copy the code they give you into the page
You won’t see the form until you post the page
The code starts at Do Not Change The Code

Then Save and Publish Your Page… You Will Then See Your Form – I advise Testing It

Making Posts – Adding People To Your Blog
From Your Dashboard, click on Make A New Post

This will give you a blank page with all the basics that you need
Insert Photo / Insert Text / Insert Business Card if you have it
Ideally, the person you are sharing should provide you with the best information to share.
Post Title: Always title your post by the persons name, Last Name First… Here, it is Harper, Carol
This will help you search for the blog post later if and when you want to edit or delete the post.

It Is Advisable to NOT INCLUDE EMAIL ADDRESSES In The Post – The person will end up getting spammed
You Have Posting Options:

Labels… Make these up as you go, using a ‘Best Fit’ name, and only one
label per person.
This will make it easier for you to find them later, and it will make it
easier for your viewers to find them

More About Categories or Labels
You can in fact get a little more creative, remembering that you can easily take away or remove at any time should
circumstances change, or someone is no longer important to your way of thinking.
You could have a general introduction category, which may be a short term post, introducing someone and creating a
new conversation, but that someone may not be a permanent, long term contact.
The various criteria is in your mind only… and not something you need to share with others, as some may in fact wonder
why they are not included in your Blogger networking program.
Employment Seekers: You could also include employment seekers in hopes that others viewing your networking blog
may in fact be able to help them. Again, these employment seekers do not have to stay on your blog forever. Simply
remove the post as needed.
Get Creative if you like… Nothing is ever permanent, and you are doing this to help others, and to create conversations
for your benefit as well. This Blogger networking gives others more reason to talk to you. Keep this in mind, if all you
have to offer is what you have to sell, you are severely limiting yourself.

Post anytime you like, but PUBLISH ALL YOUR WEEKLY POST ONCE PER WEEK… THIS KEEPS YOUR SUBSCRIBERS FROM
RECEIVING TOO MANY AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED EMAILS
You Can Choose When To Actually Publish Your Post

Simply Choose the date and time.
I highly suggest arranging for all your posts to publish on
the same day. This way, your subscribers will only get one
email per week.
I also suggest you post on the same day of the week. This
too will benefit your readers.

Setting a Permanent Link to Your Blog Post
You can also set a more custom permanent link

Please notice here, the link is the persons name.
This has many advantages, this is beneficial to you as well
as to the person you are sharing, as they now have another
search engine advantage.

Posts With Web Page Links – This Is Really Important
When someone clicks a link to another web page in your post, in this case the web page link for the person you are
sharing, Blogger takes you to that page, leaving your blog behind… This is not good!
The best result is for your link to open in a new window or new browser tab, thus keeping people on your blog 
To make a link, click the link button… See Below
Then complete the form, being sure to check the box – “Open This Link In A New Window”
Be sure to edit or change your link, that you may access the check box to make the link open in a new window.
This way, your visitors will not be leaving your networking blog to view another web site

Simple Posting Alternative:
You could in fact utilize the actual blog page to introduce new people added to your networking blog, then simply make a
list of people on a separate page. This is a very simplified method of sharing your know, like and trust list to others that
you meet.
Use this idea as shown below.

About Adding Business Cards.
I have found another on line free tool to create an image gallery that you can embed into a web page.

http://www.cincopa.com/
This has a bit of a learning curve, but as you can see on my personal networking blog, it does work quite well.
It is advisable to flat-bed scan the business card, then resize it to 350 pixels x 200 pixels. This is the standard
size of normal businesses cards (unless they are tall cards the the dimensions would be reversed).

Conclusion
All this is not that hard, it just takes a little trial and error at first, and a little initiative and a little practice.
Make a couple email lists…
One list of the people contained in your blog
One list of the people you want to share your blog with. After they subscribe, then take them off your email list.
In the long run… Everyone Wins!
You will be helping yourself- helping the people you add to the blog - and helping the people who read your blog.
You are creating value in you and the people you are sharing.
This is such an easy way to leverage the people you know and meet into something good for everyone through
conversations that simply may not have ever happened.
Keep in mind as well, that the Blogger system also provides all the social sharing links you need. It is so much more
important and valuable to share a real person that you care about.
And remember, every time someone goes to your blog to explore and connect with a person, they also have the
opportunity to explore more of you as well, through the About You pages that you also include. Make use of those
opportunities.
I hope this has provided you with enough information to get you started. I am always available to help.
Nothing Happens Without A Conversation
It is so important that we create new contacts, conversations and collaborations… This is truly an easy way to do it.

God Bless,
Michael Eilermann – 404-322-8978 – michael@michaeleilermann.com www.eilermann.us
www.nw-meilermann.blogspot.com Please subscribe to my networking blog

How To Use Microsoft Paint (resizing headshots) Below
How To Use Microsoft Paint
MAC Surely has something Similar
If you choose to grab a photo of someone off of their Facebook page or their LinkedIn profile, it will likely be bigger than
you like.
Image Sizes
I have found that head shot images around the size of 150 – 160 pixels square is really good
Business card images are best at 350 pixels by 200 pixels
So Here Is How To Do That
Find A Photo and save it to your computer (This is me )

Right Click on the Photo and Open It with Microsoft Paint

This is what it looks like in ‘Paint’… It’s Too Big
So we are going to resize it… Click the little double boxes

We are going to resize in Pixels
And I’m Going To Make It 100 Pixels by changing
the 200 to 100… And Click OK on the program

Now It’s Smaller & I can click the disk image to save at the new size

Now put the resized image into your blog post

